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General properties of asteroid linear polarisation.
Diffusion and reflection produce (partial or
total) linear polarization

Pr

A few classical parameters:
• Pmin
• Inversion angle αinv
• Polarimetric slope h

The phase – polarization curves
of main belt asteroids, visible in
a moderate range of phase
angles, can be adequately fit by
an exponential – linear relation:

Pr = A (e

−α / B

− 1) + C α

Where α is the phase angle
A, B, C are three parameters to
be determined by best-fit
procedures
This allows us to better determine “classical” parameters like αinv
Pmin and h, and also to build new polarimetric parameters

Why asteroid polarimetry is useful and
important ?
1. Determination of the geometric albedo
2. Determination of some surface regolith properties
3. For taxonomic classification purposes
4. Because it is useful to identify special classes of objects having
anomalous compositions
5. Because it is useful to identify objects exhibiting cometary
properties
6. Because it can be useful for the physical characterization of newly
discovered near-Earth objects
7. Because it provides data to constrain the theories of light
scattering from asteroid surfaces

Geometric albedo
The geometric albedo of a planetary body illuminated by the Sun is the
ratio of its brightness observed at zero phase angle (i.e., measured in
conditions of ideal solar opposition)to that of an idealized flat, diffusively
scattering (Lambertian) disk having the same cross-section.

Measuring the apparent
brightness of an asteroid at
visible wavelengths is not
sufficient to determine its size!

log( D ) = 3.1236 − 0.2 H − 0.5 log( pV )

Akari versus Wise: Sizes

Akari versus Wise: albedos

Poor knowledge of the value to assign to the absolute magnitude H.

V magnitude measurements are never done simultaneously with thermal IR measurements.
Asteroid albedo values found by thermal Radiometry have significant uncertainties.

The idea was to use only high-quality V-band polarimetry of
asteroids, considering only objects whose albedos were derived
from both occultation or in situ size measurements, coupled with
reliable estimates of absolute magnitudes.

Some results
Polarimetric slope

Pmin

𝛹 = 𝑃𝑟(30𝑜) − 𝑃𝑟(100)

Pr = A (e

−α / B

− 1) + C α

How to derive geometric albedo from
polarimetric data: A general recipe.
Polarimetric slope h < 0.25 %/o

Use calibration corresponding to pV > 0.08

otherwise

Use calibration obtained using all objects

Do not use Pmin in general, but:
if |Pmin| < 1%

Use calibration corresponding to pV > 0.08

Use albedo from Ψ for any object
Note that the determination of the albedo using polarimetric
data is NOT dependent upon the absolute magnitude !

THE BRIGHTNESS OPPOSITION EFFECT
sharp increase in brightness at small phase angles
Asteroid 20 Massalia (S-type)
Albedo: 0.21, diameter: 145 km
OE amplitude: 0.4 mag
OE width: ~7 deg
Linear slope β: 0.03 mag/deg

(Courtesy of I.N.
Belskaya)

H is the absolute magnitude, that is the apparent

brightness in V that would be measured at unit
distance from the Sun and the observer, and at zero
phase angle.

According to its zero-phase
angle definition, the value of
the absolute magnitude H
strongly depends on the extent
of the non-linear brightness
opposition effect, which can
hardly be predicted a priori.

Belskaya and Shevchenko (2000) found
evidence of a relation between the
geometric albedo and the linear part of
the magnitude – phase angle relation.

From Gaia photometry, we will measure the slope of the mag – phase
relation for tens of thousands asteroids !
If the Belskaya & Shevchenko relation is confirmed and well calibrated,
we will obtain reasonable estimates the albedos of tens of thousands
asteroids from their photometric slopes ! For free ! And albedo
information will be very useful in producing a new taxonomy.
To do that we need to determine for a big sample of objects accurate
measurements of both the albedo from polarimetry and the mag – phase
slope from photometry. There is a lot of work to be done !
There is currently only a small number of objects for which the above
information is available!

Classic stuff !

Moon
Asteroid regolith particles are expected to be
intermediate in size between lunar fines and bare
rocks. Systematic differences between S- and Ctypes. (Dollfus et al., 1989, Asteroids II book)

Asteroid

Cellino et al., 2016, MNRAS 455, 2091)

Different taxonomic classes exhibit differences in the details of their phase –
polarization curves. Most of the differences are related to the value of the
albedo.
This was exploited for classification purposes in the 80s, to distinguish among
E,M,P taxonomic classes.
Existence of classes displaying anomalous polarization properties.

The case of (234) Barbara,
the prototype of the objects
now called Barbarians (Cellino
et al., 2006).
Strong negative polarization
around 20° of phase.
Very high values of the
inversion angle!

Gil-Hutton et al. (2008)

The early search for
new objects following
the discovery of
Barbara.
The first “Barbarians”
172, 236, 387, 980, 679

Sunshine et al., 2008, Science, 320, 514

To model the available near-IR
spectra of spinel-rich asteroids, it is
necessary to assume abundances of
the order of up to 30% of CAI material
on the surface.
This extreme abundance, which
causes a high refractive index, might
also be responsible for the
anomalous polarization properties.
Such high CAI abundances have
never been found in meteorite on
Earth (so far, the richest CAI
abundance, found on CV3 meteorites,
is about 10 per cent).
Therefore, Sunshine et al. (2008)
conclude that spinel – rich asteroids
“might be more ancient than any
known sample in our meteorite
collection, making them prime
candidates for sample return’
missions”.

Spinel: [Fe,Mg]Al2O4 abundant in Calcium-Aluminum rich Inclusions (CAI)

Note: based on these old spectroscopic findings, when it was
discovered that (980) Anacostia is a Barbarian, Masiero and Cellino
(2009) made polarimetric measurements of (387) Aquitania and
discovered that it is a Barbarian, too.
Note: (1) both Anacostia and Aquitania are fairly big (above 85 km in size);
(2) they are quite close to the Watsonia family in the space of proper elements

The interesting case of the
Watsonia family

. ..

7 out of 9 observed
Watsonia members
were found to be
Barbarians !

(Cellino et al., 2014, MNRAS)

Phase-polarization data (in R light) for the targets of our investigation, compared with the polarization
curves (in V light) of (234) Barbara, and of (12) Victoria, a large L-class asteroid which does not exhibit the
Barbarian behaviour. Black symbols: the seven targets exhibiting the Barbarian polarimetric behaviour;
red symbols: our two targets that display a ‘normal’ polarimetric behaviour; small blue symbols and blue
curve: available data for (234) Barbara (Masiero & Cellino 2009), and the corresponding best-fitting curve
using the linear exponential relation Pr = A[e-α/B − 1] + C · α, where α is the phase angle in degrees;
dashed green curve: the best-fitting curve for the L-class asteroid (12) Victoria (for the sake of clearness,
individual observations of this asteroid are not shown).

Limits of Watsonia family according to Milani et al. (2014)
2.7008 < a’ < 2.8352
0.1032 < e’ < 0.1508
0.2918 < sinI’ < 0.3072
Asteroid

a’

e’

sinI’

D(km)

P(h)

(387) Aquitania 2.7391644

0.2302544

0.2824541

100

24.144

(980) Anacostia 2.7410194

0.1397236

0.2980505

86

20.117

(729) Watsonia

2.7599778

0.1233362

0.2989538

49

16.71

(599) Luisa

2.7724132

0.2342718

0.2886701

65

9.566

Note: (599) Luisa confirmed to be a Barbarian by Bagnulo et al. (2015)

What we learned from this?
• The Watsonia family is the first identified Barbarian repository
• The Barbarian properties are not limited to the surface
of the objects. The parent body of Watsonia was “homogeneously
Barbarian”. (A really wild asteroid!).
• Barbarians may possibly be extremely old (very high spinel content)
• The Watsonia family might be the result of a second-generation
impact involving a sizeable parent body which was possibly,
together with Aquitania and Anacostia, a first-generation member
of a much older, and now dispersed, family
• Why are Barbarians so rare? Perhaps because they are the few remnants left from
the first generation of planetesimals accreted in this region of the Solar System?
Implications for models of the early phases of Solar System formation?

Watsonia Family

The recent discovery of a
new family of Barbarians

Age: 1000 ± 200 Myrs

Brangäne Family

Age: 40 ± 10 Myrs
(Cellino et al., MNRAS, 2019)

Object Id

Bus & Binzel Taxonomy

DeMeo et al. Taxonomy

Notes

(234) Barbara

Ld

L

Spinel-rich

(172) Baucis

L

-

(236) Honoria

L

L

(387) Aquitania

L

L

(402) Chloe

K

L

(599) Luisa

K

L

(679) Pax

K

L

(729) Watsonia

L

L

(Watsonia family)

(980) Anacostia

L

L

Spinel-rich
Close to Watsonia

(1372) Haremari

-

-

(Watsonia family)

(2085) Henan

L

L

Spinel-rich.
Family?

(5492) Thoma

L

-

(Watsonia family)

(42635), (56233), (106059), (106061),
(144854), (236408)

-

-

(Watsonia family)

(36358), (51187), (53707), (56748), (75890),
(76378), (82955), (87168), (103450), (116799)

-

-

(Brangäne family)

Spinel-rich
Close to Watsonia

Spinel-rich
Close to Watsonia

1. All Barbarians belong to the L taxonomic class of DeMeo et
al.
2. Both the spectroscopic and polarimetric properties of
Barbarians can be explained by the presence of spinelbearing minerals.
Inversion angle of (234) Barbara as a function of
the refractive index of spinel and wavelength.

The case of (4) Vesta

Unique example of rotation-dependent polarization found so far among
asteroids. Possibility to link remote-sensing polarization measurements to local
surface properties observed in situ by the DAWN probe. This can be done
computing the sub-Earth points at the epochs of ground-based observations.

Albedo Map of Vesta, with superimposed
“polarimetric Lightcurve” data

Green: 1978 data, phase = 11.1o
-11.6o
Red : 1986 data, phase = 13.2o

… but
something
must be
better
understood!

Slope –albedo data of Vesta nicely fit the relation for
objects having albedo > 0.08.

Violation of
the Umov law,
possibly
related to
regolith
thickness and/
or composition

Peculiar properties (inversion angles)
of F-class Asteroids

(Belskaya et al., 2005)

Some F-class
asteroids exhibit
evidence of a
cometary nature
(Phaeton, WilsonHarrington).
2008 TC3 was an
F-class.
Important for the
interpretation of
the future Gaia
data.

ABSTRACT
We have obtained polarimetric measurements of
asteroid (101955) Bennu, a presumably
primitive near-Earth object (NEO) that is the target
of NASA’s sample return mission OSIRISREx.
During our observing campaign, Bennu was visible
from Earth under a wide range of
illumination conditions, with phase angle in the
range 16◦–57◦. Together with (3200) Phaethon
and (152679) 1998 KU2, observed very recently,
Bennu is the only existing example of a
primitive NEO observed in polarimetric mode over a
wide interval of phase angles. Based on
our polarimetric data, we propose that Bennu
belongs to the unusual F taxonomic class defined
in the 80s. According to previous works, the F-class
includes objects with cometary features.
This fact can be of great importance for the
interpretation of the results of the exploration of
this object by OSIRIS-REx. From polarimetry we
also derive an estimate of the geometric
albedo of Bennu: pR = 0.059 ± 0.003.

Based on what is currently known about the similarity in polarimetric behaviour of the asteroid F-class and
of some cometary bodies, (101955) Bennu could be compatible with cometary characteristics and a
possible cometary origin. According to DeMeo & Binzel (2008), the estimated fraction of comets likely
present in the NEO population should be 8 ± 5 per cent. In a search for such objects, NEOs exhibiting the
typical behaviour of the F-class should be considered as highest priority candidates, because, whatever
can be the physical or evolutionary mechanism causing an anomalously low value of the polarization
inversion angle, this rare property is shared by at least a few bodies belonging to the cometary
population and by others belonging to the asteroid F taxonomic class.

OSIRIS-REx found: Lot of boulders, hydrated
minerals, pV=0.046±0.005, particles spitting!

NASA/Goddard/University of Arizona/Lockheed Martin

NEA Polarimetry

(courtesy of I.N. Belskaya)

S-type
C-type

E-type

Presence of a wide branch
of positive polarization with
a maximum near 90°
NEO polarimetry is inherently
efficient, since the rate of
variation of the phase angle is
fast for these objects, and a
polarimetric slope can be
obtained in a short time.

Even a single measurement of polarization at phase > 40 deg can be
sufficient to obtain an overall albedo estimation! Very small (faint) NEAs

are observable with the VLT (as shown by the case of Apophis).

Spectro-polarimetry: The future of asteroid polarimetric studies?

(Bagnulo, Cellino & Sterzik, 2015)

(236) Honoria: another
violation of the Umov law

Summary: The Renaissance of Asteroid Polarimetry
• We have now new coefficients to calibrate the classical slope - albedo
relation and new polarimetric parameters to be also used to derive more
reliable albedo estimates.
• DAWN observations of Vesta provide
a first “ground truth” for the
calibration of the polarimetry – albedo relations.
• Barbarian Polarimetric behaviour very likely linked to spinel abundance, which is
diagnostic of extremely ancient bodies.
• Polarimetry and Spectroscopy nicely complement each other!
• Polarimetric studies useful for the scientific verification of future Gaia-based
asteroid taxonomy and for identification of objects having some cometary
properties (like Bennu).
• A lot of empirical evidence! Need of better theoretical models. We also need to
understand cases of violation of the Umov “law”.

Some Problems of Polarimetry
Polarimetry is not intrinsically efficient, since several observations of the
same object at different phase angles are required.
In the case of NEOs this problem is less severe, since the phase angle
changes more quickly with respect to main belt asteroids. Moreover, NEOs
can be observed at large phase angles, and the (positive) linear polarization
of the objects at large phase angles is expected to be fairly different for
low- and high-albedo objects.
This is interesting for NEO physical studies.
Polarimetry is intrinsically demanding in terms of telescope size, since
polarimeters split the incoming light into beams of radiation linearly polarized
along different directions. Thus, a large collecting area is required.

Thank you for your
attention !
Teşekkűr ederim

In optics, Lambert's cosine law says that the
radiant intensity or luminous intensity
observed from an ideal diffusely reflecting
surface or ideal diffuse radiator is directly
proportional to the cosine of the angle θ
between the direction of the incident light
and the surface normal.

Diffuse and specular reflection from a glossy surface.
The rays represent luminous intensity, which varies
according to Lambert's cosine law for an ideal diffuse
reflector.

A surface which obeys Lambert's law is said to
be Lambertian, and exhibits Lambertian
reflectance. Such a surface has the same
radiance when viewed from any angle. This
means, for example, that to the human eye it
has the same apparent brightness (or
luminance). It has the same radiance because,
although the emitted power from a given area
element is reduced by the cosine of the
emission angle, the solid angle, subtended by
surface visible to the viewer, is reduced by
the same very amount. Because the ratio
between power and solid angle is constant,
radiance (power per unit solid angle per unit
projected source area) stays the same.

log( D ) = 3.1236 − 0.2 H − 0.5 log( pV )
Is a fundamental relation in asteroid science, where:

D is the equivalent diameter in km.
3.1236 is a wavelength-dependent constant (the indicated value is for V
colour)

pv is the geometric albedo in V. It is defined as the ratio between the object
brightness at zero phase angle and that of an ideal, flat and perfectly
Lambertian disk, having the same projected surface of the object.

H is the absolute magnitude, that is the apparent brightness in V that would
be measured at unit distance from the Sun and the observer, and at zero
phase angle.

Polarimetry is an excellent technique to derive the albedos
of atmosphereless Solar System bodies of all sizes, based
on empirical relations known since a long time
Used in the past in asteroid taxonomy to distinguish between E, M, P
classes.
Important advantages over thermal radiometry, the most used
technique for size and albedo determination, whose results, mainly
for albedo, are model-dependent, require in principle simultaneous
observations in Visual and IR bands. This is never the case in
practice, and albedo determinations generally suffer from poor
knowledge of the absolute magnitude H.

Stellar occultations

• Currently the most accurate
method to determine size
remotely
• Main Belt: ~10 km = 1 s
• Capable of revealing concavities
• Used to calibrate other methods
• Problem: accuracy of predictions

49

Beyond Gaia : the occultation revival
Before Gaia
• poor predictability for objects <50 km
• bright Hipparcos/Tycho stars favoured
• ~0.1 events/object/year
• Current practical limit: 100 km at 10% accuracy
Gaia Intermediate data releases
• Improvements in stellar positions already useful!
After Gaia (100 X orbit improvement):
• Uncertainty smaller than the asteroid at >20 km
• 1-m automated telescope(s):
• Single site: 20-40 events/yr for any object
of ~20 km
• Network: completeness of diameters
> 20 km in a few yr
• Derivation of projected shape, including concavities
• Discovery of binary systems

Polarization inversion angle

Phase angle of Pmin

Asteroid polarimetry as a
support to other space
missions: the examples of
Steins and Lutetia
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Dependence upon H of D and geometric albedo accuracy determination

Percent differences in diameters (dashed lines) and albedos (solid lines) for low and
moderate albedo asteroids determined from radiometry due solely to errors in the
absolute magnitude (H).
WISE albedo determinations should be re-computed using better values of H!

Blue : Eucritic composition
Green: Howarditic composition
Yellow: Howarditic + diogenitic
Cyan : Eucritic + howarditic

Compositional map of Vesta, with
superimposed locations of the
sub-Earth points at the epochs of
some polarimetric lightcurves.
Different symbol shapes are used
for different polarimetric light
curves. For each curve, which
runs along Vesta parallels,
different values of linear
polarization with respect to the
average value for each curve, are
indicated by using a scale of
colours (from white for lowest
polarization, to deep red for
highest polarization, see text).
The horizontal strips of data
represent, from north to south
(top to bottom) the 1988, 1977,
1978, 1986, 2011 polarimetric
light curves, respectively.

Elevation Map of Vesta

EXAMPLE: POLARIMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS OF (25143)
ITOKAWA AT LARGE PHASE
ANGLES in 2004 at CASLEO

Linear fits of
UBVRI data
obtained in five
consecutive
nights, covering
a large interval
of phase angles

From the obtained polarimetric slope, the geometric albedo
of Itokawa turns out to be: pv = 0.24 ± 0.03
The size obtained from the polarimetric
albedo pv = 0.24 and H, derived from an
extensive set of observations by different
authors, gives a size which agrees within 7%
with the Hayabusa results.

Note that Itokawa seems to be fairly
depleted in regolith particles. However, it
behaves like much larger, and regolithrich main belt asteroids.

